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Downtown is the future. It’s also right now.
This publication celebrates downtown—the growing, exciting heart of San Diego. The

California

collection of neighborhoods that make up the center of the city—from Marina District to
Gaslamp Quarter and East Village, Little Italy to Columbia, City Center and Cortez—are all
emerging as vital, dynamic areas with their own powerfully attractive identities, locals and
neighborhood life. The whole of downtown is a community, a destination and a family with
many different characters that reward locals and visitors alike.

Downtown is San Diego’s most exciting, dynamic community.
That’s good news for the city overall. As San Diego Mayor Kevin Faulconer told the
CityAge 2017 conference, “We compete with the world for talent. People have a choice.
If we can’t offer a good quality of life, we can’t compete.” Betsy Brennan, President & CEO,

Santa Barbara

Downtown San Diego Partnership agrees. “Downtown is San Diego’s hub for all things work
and play,” she says. “Our innovative businesses, creative community spaces, and world-class

Los Angeles

Arizona

Orange County

amenities provide a meaningful place to work and a dynamic place to live.”
The heart of the city is getting a supercharge of quality of life as plans to knit together the
many attractions along the water coalesce, making it an integral and uniquely varied part of
everyday city life for both residents and visitors. Read about that on page 16.

San Diego

Plans for the urban waterfront will transform downtown into
San Diego’s most desirable community.

Tijuana

And while downtown has long been a very good place to live and play, plans by University
of California, San Diego to create a major downtown center—the Innovative Cultural
and Education Hub—portend a future when residents will increasingly be able to work

Mexico

downtown as well. You’ll find that story on page 36.

The planned UC San Diego hub will make downtown a complete
community—a place to live, work and love.
All that fresh air and innovation builds up an appetite. Fortunately, downtown has everything
to satisfy. Take a look at page 40 for more about our madly inventive, delicious, surprising
food scene.
Downtown is indeed the future of San Diego; it’s here that San Diego is evolving from
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good to great, from sunny beach city to brainy coastal innovation capital—one where the
sun happens to shine most of the time and a famously laid-back vibe is never lost. We look
forward to seeing you here—as a resident, an investor, a visitor. There’s a downtown San Diego
for all of us.
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A Golden Region

A GOLDEN
REGION

SA N D IEG O L I V E S
UP TO T H E H Y P E
San Diego’s tagline—America’s Finest City—sounds a little over the top.
But when you look closely at the city’s strengths, it’s clear that the moniker
is right on the mark. There’s a reason National Geographic calls “this
smart city the ultimate California dream;” why Money Magazine named
San Diego the number one travel destination in the country, beating out
New York City; and why the Resonance America’s Best Cities Report
ranked it 6th among large cities in the nation. But San Diego is more than
just a city; it’s an entire region with the wind in its sails. On the following
pages, a few reasons why.

A Southern
California Capital
San Diego, along with Los Angeles and Orange County, is part
of a trio of economic and leisure-time powerhouses strung along
the Pacific coast like so many pearls. San Diego connects on what
locals call the 5 freeway to Orange County (about an hour away)
and L.A. (two hours). It’s just close enough for business...but not
too close. (The good news: the Amtrak Surfliner between Los

A SoCal Classic: Oceanside Pier
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Angeles and San Diego has racks for surfboards.)

A Golden Region

Forecast: Sunny and Clean

Two countries. One economic engine.

Not only does the San Diego region have one of the best

San Diego has a robust and growing economy. Together,

climates in the country, it’s also among the best cared-for.

San Diego and nearby Baja Mexico have emerged as both

The city’s Climate Action Plan aims to cut greenhouse

a vital economic engine and a tourism treasure. There’s

gas emissions in half by 2035. Since 2010, emissions

intellectual and military might in San Diego and major

have already been reduced by 19 percent. Which means,

medical manufacturing next door in Mexico—Medtronic,

according to San Diego Magazine, the county could reach

Kimberly-Clark, Boston Scientific, Johnson & Johnson,

its goal by 2025, a decade ahead of schedule.

GE, Tyco and Siemens are just a few of the companies
working there. Millennial tourists are playing hard, too—
the nearby Valle de Guadalupe is one of the hottest wine
destinations to emerge in the past decade.

Top-Ranked Universities
San Diego’s universities are the pride—and an economic
startup engine—of the city. But they’re also universally
admired. University of California, San Diego, Point Loma
Nazarene University, San Diego State University, The
Scripps Research Institute and others are magnets for
students from around the world, for researchers and for the
innovators who commercialize ideas. But we’re about more
Prize Symposium—a free, public celebration of the works
of winners of the Japan-based Kyoto Prize, which honors
“those who have contributed significantly to humankind’s
scientific, cultural, and spiritual development.”

Geisel Library, University of California, San Diego
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than money. San Diego is also the location of the Kyoto

A Golden Region

Legendary
Beach Life
With 70 miles of open ocean coastline and
choice surf and sand outposts from Coronado
to Ocean Beach, Mission Beach, Windansea
and La Jolla Shores, the ocean is as much a
part of the San Diegan soul as its clean, fresh
air. The San Diego region has nine beaches
with permanent lifeguard stations, so there’s no
excuse not to take a dip. Find out more about
the waterfront from a downtown perspective

11 Downtown San Diego

on page 32.

If life is a beach, let it be this one—Black’s Beach in La Jolla

A Golden Region

Science of Life

A Golden Region

A Taste for Craft

A Golfer’s Mecca

Talk about innovation! There are almost 140 craft

Ninety—count ’em, 90!—golf courses dot the San Diego landscape—

breweries, brew pubs and tasting rooms in and around

there’s even a sweet little nine-hole in Balboa Park next to downtown—

San Diego. “San Diego-style” beer, which is understood

and the city enjoys more playable days per year than any other city.

to be super-hoppy, can take the form of oyster stouts and

Small wonder that Golf Digest has named San Diego one of the top 50

“saisons” and double IPAs; it can have grapefruit or coffee

golf destinations in the world. Even the U.S. Open can’t stay away: the

notes or a caramel base; it can be aged in bourbon barrels

Open, one of the PGA’s four major championships, is coming back to

and come out tasting of oak and vanilla. It can even be sour.

Torrey Pines, a public course along the Pacific Coast, in 2021. ’Til then,

Men’s Journal calls the city “Top Beer Town” in America.

fans can fondly recall 2008, when the South Course was the stage for a
heart-pounding playoff between Tiger Woods and Rocco Mediate.

San Diego is beloved as a tourism town and
well known as a military base, but the emerging
industries of life sciences—biotechnology,
biomedicine, medical devices and biorenewables—are a big part of its future. In the
San Diego Union-Tribune, a new report by
Biocom, the life sciences business association,
states that the industry has increased by 20
percent in San Diego County in the past five
years. That has meant nearly 50,000 jobs in the
region, with an economic impact of $34 billion
per year. Biocom President Joe Panetta told the
Tribune that San Diego is a capital of genomics
and genome sequencing, keys to the coming
personalization of medicine.

Torrey Pines Golf Course

Shopping as Outdoor Sport
The 200+ stores of Fashion Valley, the bounty of Westfield
UTC and the offerings of other modern, fashion-forward
malls bring all the pleasures of the hunt for luxury together
with fresh air and sunshine, the ideal SoCal accessory—
Louis Vuitton, Prada, Hermès and co. look fabulous under
our bright blue sky. You know you want it. Fashion Valley is
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accessible by trolley, and UTC soon will be.

Dynamic Downtown

SO MA N Y R EASO N S TO LOV E
T H E H E A RT O F SAN DI E GO
Downtown San Diego concentrates the spirit, the smarts and the fun of the region
into a livable, loveable heart of the city with access to a superlative waterfront. Today,
awareness of San Diego has never been greater, but some developers saw its potential
years ago. Nat and Ryan Bosa, developers of Pacific Gate and Savina, saw San Diego
as a buzzy, lively, live-work-play hub nearly 20 years ago, and they’ve been building
on the belief ever since: the firm has completed nine residential towers and has more
than a half-dozen other mixed-use residential building sites lined up for the years to
come. Bosa is a pioneer in understanding how the synergy between residential and
commercial space creates better places to live, work and play.
Nat Bosa says he’s been “sold on San Diego for years, and Bosa has consistently worked
to get city officials and the development community to be part of a big vision for
downtown. The Downtown San Diego Partnership is decidedly on board; the group has
spent more than a year talking to locals about the essence of Downtown, and they’ve put
a brand story and logo on a feeling that downtowners have known for a long time. The
theme: “The Future is Downtown.”

“San Diego is popping,
just the way we imagined it.”

Downtown San Diego from over the water, with the Pacific Gate tower glowing, center.
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RYA N B OSA

Dynamic Downtown

CRSSD Festival at Waterfront Park

#1
Waterfront for All
The downtown waterfront rejuvenation is taking shape, and it is
transforming “San Diego’s front porch” into the city’s most spectacular
amenity. With some $6.4 billion in projects planned for downtown,
Architectural Digest predicts that “San Diego is poised to become the
next great architectural and design hot spot on the West Coast.” A
holistic perspective on redevelopment, combined with political will
and ambitious planning, is resulting in a cohesive vision that will make
the urban shoreline into what developer Yehudi Gaffen calls “a string
of pearls.” That includes the fruits of the North Embarcadero visionary
plan, the new Lane Field Park, Waterfront Park and other public
gathering places and attractions for all. How big is the waterfront idea?
So big that Bjarke Ingels, London artist Peter Fink, architects Gensler
and a host of other boldface design names are getting set to make their

Photo by Skyler Greene for CRSSD Fest
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marks on the city.

Dynamic Downtown

#2

#3

Rolling Home

Innovative
Outdoors

Downtown is definitely on a roll. It’s always been easy
to take a trolley to Balboa Park, a 10-minute stroll
from the waterfront and Seaport Village. The new
Midcoast Trolley Extension, a $2.6 billion project, will

Downtown’s outdoor gathering places are an invitation

takes students and startup types from downtown to

to meet neighbors and live the sweet SoCal life.

the University City community and back by 2021. (In

Quartyard is a container pop-up where quirky retail

2015, the current system generated 16.5 million rides.)

meets great food and live entertainment...and a dog

Downtown Partnership’s Complete Streets is growing

park that lets downtowners free their canines in the

the number and length of bike lanes, and a new bike

heart of the city. And the San Diego Padres’ Petco Park

sharing service offers more than 1,800 bikes.

is seamlessly connected to the neighborhood—part of
everyday life, not just game day. USA Today’s For the
Win calls Petco Park the best in baseball, and of the
million-plus people who visited in 2016, a great many
would agree.

#4

Bird’s-eye view of Petco Park

Ever More
Access
San Diego is wide open and easy to get to. San
Diego International Airport is five minutes from
downtown; Tijuana International is a 35-minute
drive. The CBX (Cross Border Xpress) means
you can also walk on a skybridge from San
Diego across the border to the Tijuana airport.
From there, some 360 flights go throughout
North America and Mexico and to more than
20 destinations in Asia. San Diego International
Airport takes you to Mexico, Zurich, Tokyo,
London, Frankfurt and beyond, and to more and
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more regional destinations, from Austin to St. Louis.

Dynamic Downtown

#7
#5

A Real SoCal Downtown
Today, what we refer to as “Downtown” San Diego is a community of
seven distinct neighborhoods that are walkable, bikeable and transit

Splashy
Parks

friendly, full of parks, restaurants and shops, and home to entertainment,
residences and increasing amounts of commercial space. As downtown
grows, it becomes ever more attractive as a place to live, work and play—
and as neighborhoods grow closer to one another, downtown becomes
a family of experiences that you can’t find anywhere else. And did we
mention that downtown is fronted by a waterfront that’s the envy of every

San Diego’s parks are for play of every

city in North America? And that the SoCal sun shines? A lot?

sort. There’s downtown’s Waterfront
Park, the city’s wet and wonderful
“Front Porch,” which has become
part of city life since it opened. At
1,200-acre Balboa Park, the San Diego
History Center is now free for all, and
there are plans to bring its historic
amphitheater, Starlight Bowl, back
to life for concerts, screenings, plays,
musicals and other events. And under
the iconic Coronado Bridge, Chicano
Park—a spectacular expression of
artistic resistance and an enduring
symbol of community and Chicano
activism—was recently designated a

Spray day: fun in the fountains at Waterfront Park

National Historic Landmark.

#6

Smart
Central
UC San Diego is bringing a four-story, 66,000-squarefoot ‘innovation hub’ to the heart of the city. Mayor
Kevin Faulconer calls it “the biggest thing to happen to
downtown since the convention center.” Partly because
the companies that UC San Diego will spin off will give
downtowners now commuting out of the city to work an
opportunity to walk to work. And partly because it wants
to make all of us smarter, including those who might
otherwise not get an opportunity to attend university. The
I.D.E.A. vision—to make a 30-block area of downtown a
nexus of Ideas, Design, Education and Arts—is coming to
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life. Read more about it on page 38.

The City in Numbers

Downtown by the
(Impressive!) Numbers

80,000

Downtown has a lot going for it. Consider this fresh finding

employees downtown

from the America’s Best Cities Report from Resonance
and National Geographic: San Diego is #1 for Air Quality,
Weather, Neighborhoods and Landmarks, Parks and
Outdoor Activities, and more!

110

tech & innovation startups

30

blocks in the

I.D.E.A.
vision

Innovation

new residential units approved

planned development

Development

10

Bosa sites downtown

34,000
residents downtown

.
water

condominiums under construction
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bikes in the shared bike system

startups in 2016

$42M

planned UC San Diego innovation hub

to the

4,400

1,800

walk
lways
can a

$6.4B

, you
ntown
e dow
you’r
When

1,650

6,404

And from here, you can bike anywhere!

Where’s Where Downtown

Where’s Where Downtown

Downtown is a community of
neighborhoods—seven highly distinct
character areas that are walkable,
bikeable and transit friendly. Each
has its own atmosphere, green spaces,
gathering places, shops, services,
restaurants, experiences and local
pride. Together, they’re right where
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you want to be.

Where’s Where Downtown

Juniper&Ivy

Where’s Where Downtown

Little Italy

Cortez

Marina District

Gaslamp Quarter

Little Italy is a hip, proud, culinary powerhouse of a neighborhood that

Cortez, on downtown’s highest hillside, is where Victorian homes

The Marina District is a prime waterfront and expansive marina

Gaslamp Quarter is where locals, visitors, great bars, restaurants and

honors its Italian heritage as it creates some of city’s most innovative new

neighbor modern condo towers. Cortez is near 1,200-acre Balboa Park,

neighborhood that’s home to condos, parks, shopping, dining and the

city culture and history collide day and night. Rooftop bars? Live music?

cuisine and shopping. Little Italy hosts more than half a dozen annual

with its open space, natural vegetation zones, green belts, gardens and

enormously successful San Diego Convention Center, which hosts

Great food? All yes—with a Nobu and the many eateries at the stylish new

festivals for all occasions, from St. Patrick’s Day and Easter to Cinco de

walking paths, along with museums, theaters and the world-famous

more than a hundred events a year, drawing more than a million people.

Pendry Hotel San Diego topping the list. There’s the historic Spreckels

Mayo and Chalk La Strada. There’s also a Bocce Ball Tournament, Art

San Diego Zoo. “Tweet Street Park” with its famous birdhouses is a

The beloved and aging Seaport Village is being redeveloped to include

Theatre, which hosts ballets, musicals, comedians and symphonies. The

Walk, jazz festival and more. And when it’s time to cool down, Waterfront

neighborhood landmark.

more open space, retail and a major observation tower, injecting new

neighborhood also includes San Diego’s historic Chinatown.

Park’s many fountains await.

attractions and life into an already lively waterfront.

Makers Quarter

Columbia
Home to many of the shining new towers that now define the downtown
skyline, Columbia also includes the massive $1.3 billion Pacific Gateway
and the distinctive, elegant curves of Pacific Gate. And as the site of the
newest phase of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, along with the
cruise ship terminals, Lane Field Park and the awe-inspiring USS Midway
Museum, Columbia has a solid waterfront connection. There’s history
at the Historic Santa Fe Train Depot—a terminus of the second busiest
Amtrak rail corridor in the country—along with the Beaux Arts/Spanish
Revival-style County Administration Center and the Maritime Museum
of San Diego, which preserves one of the largest collections of historic
sea vessels in the country. For a shot of the contemporary, there’s the San
Diego Museum of Contemporary Art and the SDSU Downtown Gallery.

East Village

A hub of economic activity and neighborhood life, office buildings and

East Village, downtown’s big, funky, fast-growing neighborhood, is home

residences, City Center is also home to a sunny plaza and gathering space

to the Central Library, the historic and high-tech Makers Quarter and to

for civic events. Bow Wave, a fountain commemorating Juan Rodriguez

IDEA1, the first phase in a visionary plan to develop the neighborhood.

Cabrillo’s discovery of San Diego Bay in 1512, is the proud centerpiece of

Soon it’ll be the site of UC San Diego Urban, an innovation hub that’s a

the square.

game changer for all of downtown. East Village also plays hard: Petco
Park, the beloved San Diego Padre’s ballpark, is here.

Downtown is increasingly becoming a
place to live, work and play. Here are
five of the region’s top 15 bosses.

UC SAN DIEGO (26,000)
UNITED STATES NAVY, SAN DIEGO (20,000)
SCRIPPS HEALTH (12,700)
QUALCOMM, INC. (9,444)
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY (6,939)
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City Center

Where’s Where Downtown

1

2

3

DOWNTOWN
ON THE RISE

1

R E C E N T LY CO MPLE T E D

San Diego International
Airport Expansion

InterContinental San Diego

Ballpark Village San Diego

$217 Million

$250 Million

$229 Million

The new 18-story InterContinental offers
city visitors 400 luxurious guestrooms.

On 7.1 acres adjacent to Petco Park will be
3.2 million sq. ft. of mixed-use residential,
retail, hotel and office.

An increase in international arrivals
means an expanded Terminal 2 for
customs and immigration.

4
4

5

Interstate
Interstate
Interstate
5 5 5

6

Harbor Island Development
Approx. $978 Million

Manchester Pacific Gateway

$1.2 Billion

A massive 12.07 acres on the waterfront
with a Navy headquarters, four office
buildings, two hotels, museum, retail
promenade and park.

An ambitious waterfront vision: abundant
park and open space, underground
aquarium, three hotels, shops, restaurants,
480-foot observation tower and more.

$1.3 Billion

Columbia

City Center
Interstate 5
Interstate 5
Interstate 5

Across from SD International Airport,
this 57-acre development could include
1,500 hotel rooms, vast retail and office
space...and man-made canals!

San Diego Seaport
Village Expansion

Cortez

Little
Italy

8

2
8

9

6

R ECE N T LY COM P L E T E D

East Village IDEA1
$91 Million
IDEA1 is a unique mixed-use project
containing 295 apartments, a digital
media firm, and two restaurants.

10

R E C E N T LY CO MPLE T E D

Piazza della Famiglia

Ritz-Carlton San Diego

Along with a 10,000 sq. ft. European-style
plaza, the development includes 16,000
sq. ft. of retail and restaurants and 125
apartments.

$400 Million

11

Two towers of 39 stories and another
of 20 stories: guestrooms, apartments
and condominiums.

Gaslamp
Quarter

7

12

9

Marina District

7

10

11

5

East
Village

12

Makers Quarter

UCSanDiego.Urban.

Horton Plaza

$1 Billion

$42 Million

971,000 sq. ft. of office space, 172,900 sq.
ft. of retail and restaurants, more than 800
residences plus open space, parks and art.

Along with learning space, the 66,000 sq. ft.
UC San Diego cultural and education hub
will include 426 apartments in a 34-story
tower, 8,000 sq. ft. of retail and 13,000 sq. ft.
of open space with an amphitheater.

Stockdale envisions an ultra-modern
work/play hub geared toward top tech
firms and featuring a variety of food &
beverage, retail and entertainment venues.

Photo Credit Image 2
John Portman and Associates
Photo Credit Image 5
Development Team 1HWY1
Photo Credit Images 3, 9, 11
Architect Carrier Johnson + CULTURE
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Live the Waterfront

Stat
DOWNTOWN MEETS THE WATE R
AS NEVER BEFORE

LIVE THE
WATERFRONT
The waterfront has been part of San Diego’s identity
since there’s been a navy, fishermen and tuna. Now,
with plans underway to develop downtown’s blue edge
as a whole, it will open to all—locals, visitors, business,
leisure—and finally take its place as one of the world’s

32 Downtown San Diego

great urban waterfronts.

Live the Waterfront

“Look at the iconic waterfront cities of
the country,” says Port of San Diego’s
Dan Malcolm. “San Diego is putting
itself on the map as one of the iconic
waterfronts of the United States, if
not the world. People can’t believe
what we’ve done here. It’s really the
spot to be.”

Imagine the places, spaces and attractions of the downtown waterfront

Gaffen promises that there’ll also be affordable micro-hotels and a hostel

as many dots now being connected. Or, as some think of it, pearls being

as well as a health and wellness space “where people can build sandcastles

strung together. “The idea...is to look at the port holistically,” Port

with their kids on the waterfront.” But the project will also attempt to

Commissioner Ann Moore told an Urban Land Institute meeting in

restore the shore as a working waterfront and re-establish the commercial

January 2017. North Embarcadero, South Embarcadero, Shelter Island,
the municipalities along the water. Together.
“It’s our edge, our front porch,” says Mike Stepner of the NewSchool of
Architecture and Design. “It’s time to really open it up and weave it into
the life of the city.”

fishery, through aquaculture, that once defined San Diego.
Seaport is an important waterfront project, but it’s not alone. Port
President and CEO Randa Coniglio told the San Diego Union-Tribune
that “I think we have more going on all at once than we probably have
ever had in the port’s history in terms of contemplated development.”

Projects big and small will make up the waterfront. Seaport, a $1.2 billion

Architectural Digest points to Pacific Gate by Bosa, a 41-story luxury

redevelopment of downtown’s Central Embarcadero, is being designed

residential building recently completed and designed by New York–based

for both locals and visitors and will “take San Diego to the next level,”

architects Kohn Pedersen Fox, who’ve given the structure a dramatic

according to Yehudi Gaffen, the project management firm that created

curved form that evokes the nearby Pacific coastline. There’s also the

the vision. Architectural Digest reports that the plan includes hotels,

enormous Navy Broadway Complex, which is to be transformed into the

shops, restaurants, green space and tourist attractions, “among them a

mixed-use Manchester Pacific Gateway—$1.3 billion, 12-acre project

480-foot observation tower—dubbed the Spire—that developers hope
will serve as a tourism draw akin to the London Eye.” A 178,000-squarefoot aquarium will be designed by superstar design firm BIG, founded
by Bjarke Ingels, and lighting throughout will be created by London
artist Peter Fink, who will also transform the landmark 2.5-mile-long
Coronado Bridge into an LED light sculpture powered by sustainable
energy sources.
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“It’s our edge, our front porch,”
says Mike Stepner of the NewSchool
of Architecture and Design. “It’s
time to really open it up and weave it
into the life of the city.”

by San Francisco–based Gensler will offer luxury shopping, restaurants,
hotels, office space, the U.S. Navy headquarters and park space.
The last few years have seen big wins on the water for San Diegans. The
12-acre Waterfront Park between Little Italy and the shoreline offers
huge spray fountains designed for frolicking, and it has become a site
for everything from family picnics to large-scale weddings. The North
Embarcadero Visionary Plan and Lane Field Park handed more big
pieces of waterfront to San Diegans. And plans are in the works to help
the “front porch” welcome more people than ever.
“Look at the iconic waterfront cities of the country,” says Port of
San Diego’s Dan Malcolm. “San Diego is putting itself on the map as one
of the iconic waterfronts of the United States, if not the world. People
can’t believe what we’ve done here. It’s really the spot to be.”

Architect Carrier Johnson + CULTURE

The Future is Bright

HOW UNI VER SI TI ES A RE
MAKI NG DOWNTOWN TH E N E W
CENTER OF I NNOVATION

Universities have long been economic drivers in San Diego, but now a university is
about to have a major impact on the very heart of the city. UC San Diego, headquartered
on the Pacific coast in Torrey Pines, is planning to open UCSanDiego.Urban, an innovation
hub, on the corner the corner of Park Boulevard and Market Street in downtown’s
East Village. Mary Walshok, Dean of Extension at UC San Diego, calls the four-story,
$42 million, 66,000-square-foot facility nothing less than

Planned gathering space at UC San Diego’s Innovative Cultural and Education Hub
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“the evolution of San Diego’s innovation economy.”

Architect Carrier Johnson + CULTURE

Live the Waterfront

Planned UC San Diego Hub at the corner of Park Boulevard and Market Street

Community Gardens

scale needed to bring to life “clusters” that encourage talent and serial

both work and live downtown. Right now, the majority of downtown

entrepreneurs. Best of all, this fertile ecosystem of ideas, talent and

residents commute from their quarters to campuses in the suburbs,

investors, along with the many companies that serve, feed and fuel them,

but if past experience holds true, the new university hub will

will be within walking distance of downtown residents and on a new

encourage a multitude of startups around it—what Walshock calls

trolley stop that links the hub with UC San Diego’s mothership.

an “infrastructure of commercialization”—when it opens in 2020
or 2021. Walshok says the presence of the university will create the

“Universities are partners in the transformation of cities,” Walshok says.
“Their value is wide and deep: they offer diverse forms of excellence, from
theater to beer brewing to clinical research. They’re sources of data and

numerous biotech and telecommunications companies with thousands of
well-paid employees since the 1960s, according to the San Diego
Union-Tribune.
The downtown area has long been envisioned as an interconnected,

clearly; today, the UC San Diego hub will help bring the vision to life.
Makers Quarter is a six-block area in East Village once owned by the
Navarra family, which operated Jerome’s Furniture, a community
mainstay since 1954. Urban planner Stacey Pennington has been
consulting with the community to create a neighborhood future that
reflects its manufacturing roots and the roll-up-your-sleeves spirit of
residents. “Our idea is that everyone is a maker,” says Pennington, “and we
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wanted to emphasize the importance of empowering everyone, whether

university to the city, and give the city a window on university life,” which
means not only that artists will exhibit works and perform music, dance
and drama on campus, but that people who don’t usually get to be part of
university life will be engaged. There’ll be classes geared to downtown
entrepreneurs and the general public, coding classes for students from
surrounding neighborhoods—including less fortunate areas—and college
readiness classes.
“San Diego is a big city in the process of trying to become a great city,”
Walshok says. The campus is a proven path to get there.

you’re a 3D maker or a make at home mom.” Makers Quarter is currently
home to a 3D maker lab, a community garden and soon a brewpub. The
neighborhood’s first commercial space, the 51,192-square-foot Office
Block D on 15th Street, broke ground in spring 2017.

13th Ave.

developers of Makers Quarter and the I.D.E.A. District saw the future

itself. Walshok wants the innovation hub to “be a bridge from the

11th Ave.

innovative place to live, work and play. In the past half-decade, the

research and will endeavor to be as engaging and diverse as downtown

Park Blvd.

MARY WA L S H O K

Indeed, UC San Diego’s campus on Torrey Pines Mesa has spun off

As for UCSanDiego.Urban, it’s being designed to be home to more than

10th Ave.

“Universities are partners in the
transformation of cities. Their value
is wide and deep: they offer diverse
forms of excellence, from theater
to beer brewing to clinical research.
They’re sources of data and ideas
that enrich civic life. They incubate
and help cities navigate change.”

ideas that enrich civic life. They incubate and help cities navigate change.”

The downtown area has long been
envisioned as an interconnected,
innovative place to live, work and
play. In the past half-decade, the
developers of Makers Quarter and
the I.D.E.A. District saw the future
clearly; today, UC San Diego Urban
will help bring the vision to life.

Makers Quarter dovetails with I.D.E.A.—short for Innovation, Design,
Education and the Arts—an ambitious vision for a vibrant, walkable,
live-work-play community that would eventually occupy 30 downtown

G St.

Horton
Plaza

Market St.

blocks and create the built infrastructure for 13,000 design and tech jobs

Island St.

in the next 12 years. The first realization of the vision—a mix of live-work
lofts, apartments, commercial space and gathering hub called IDEA1.—is
making its mark on the neighborhood.
Petco
Park
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UCSanDiego.Urban is also very good news for those who want to

Food Culture
Heats Up

Photo by Andy McRory for Herb and wood

DEVOURING
SAN DIEGO

Crack Shack

Devouring San Diego

A Crack Shack nibble, left, and sharing tables

San Diego is a stealth food
destination—some think
our legendary fish tacos
still define city cuisine.

Open to the street at Romesco Mexiterranean Cocina

So. Much. Food. And when you live here, all the time in the world
to enjoy it. Here, a taste of a few of the many places and people
that give San Diego its unique flavor...
San Diego is a stealth food destination—many still think the city’s
legendary fish tacos, inspired taquitos and effervescent food truck scene
are the best of the city. And they are endlessly awesome. But everyone

Juniper & Ivy’s dessert

San Diego offers “destinations
where even the most intrepid
explorer of L.A.’s restaurant
scene might find something new.”
A N D RE W B E NDE R , L . A. WE E K LY

from hip L.A. Weekly to haute Forbes magazine is taking notice of other
and North Park to Torrey Pines. Andrew Bender of L.A. Weekly pays
San Diego the ultimate outsider compliment, saying that the city offers
“destinations where even the most intrepid explorer of L.A.’s restaurant
scene might find something new.”
Chefs? We have them, and we’re turning out more of them every day: the
San Diego Culinary Institute is one of the Top 10 cooking schools in the
U.S. Among the alumni is Richard Blais of Juniper & Ivy, whose chicken
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joint, Crack Shack, feeds your need while you play bocce.
Pendry San Diego, Gaslamp Quarter’s handsome new hotel, offers no
fewer than six ways to dine, imbibe and otherwise indulge—Provisional
Herb & Wood’s barside hospitality

at the Pendry is a choice place for business breakfast and leisurely lunch,

and Lionfish, under Exec Chef JoJo Ruiz, has become the place to eat
and be seen. A new addition to Pacific Gate is Animae, spearheaded by
Christopher Puffer, Brian Malarkey and co-chef and partner Shayne
McIntyre. The Asian American restaurant will blend cosmopolitan
design and aesthetics of Hong Kong to create San Diego’s most
progressive dining experience.
Still hungry? Good. More than ever, exploring downtown dining will
reward you. And we haven’t even mentioned breweries. Buen provecho!
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inventive, fun and fearless food scenes from downtown to Point Loma
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